
 

 

Burst group task leaders’ telecon, 26 April, 2001 
 

Attending: Sam Finn, Szabi Marka, Peter Saulson, David Shoemaker, Alan Weinstein, 
John Zweizig,  
(minutes by Peter Saulson) 
 
  Szabi:  
   He is learning about expected sensitivity of ALLEGRO and GEO during E6. When 
these are compared to expected sensitivity of LIGO during E6, we will be able to more 
sensibly pose the question, “What scientific value is added by including these detectors’ 
data in our analysis?” 
   Szabi will send around a pointer to the GEO detector characterization web page. He 
reports that it includes an extensive plan; he will investigate what their schedule is for 
accomplishing tasks in time for E6. His contacts in GEO have included Uta Weiland, 
Sathyaprakash, Soma Mukherjee, and Soumya Mohanty. David points out that the leader 
is Alicia Sintes Olives. 
   Szabi has taken on a student to work with him at LLO this summer. Her task will be to 
work on the programming required to bring external event information into and out of the 
database. 
    
   The question of the format of the database is critical. Several issues came up in our 
discussion. 
• How can there be a useful linkage between the database and operator/scientist 

comments, e.g. pointers (in both directions) between the database and the ilog? John 
will talk to Peter Shawhan about this. 

• Is there an appropriate format for entries regarding external events? Szabi will follow 
up with Peter Shawhan about this. 

• Is there an appropriate format for entries regarding PEM events? David will follow up 
with Peter Shawhan about this. 

 
   Alan: 
   Previous action items: a) Understand calibration between h(t) and ADC counts, and b) 
work more with LDAS. Calibration has been accomplished. Work with LDAS is stalled 
by ongoing development of LDAS. 
   In addition, Alan has constructed a rather complete “toy Monte Carlo”, which generates 
signals, filters the data, finds threshold crossings, and establishes efficiency and false 
alarm rates as a function of calibrated threshold.  
   Sam urges that this form the foundation of a yet more systematic pass at the problem. 
Alan will produce a block diagram that as completely as possible maps out the entire 
analysis chain. That will enable the group to look at the problem as a whole, to make sure 
we understand our entire plan. We will also be able to track progress as blocks are 
replaced with working modules. Peter urges that we ensure that the scope goes all the 
way to the making of well-calibrated scientific claims in a paper. When the production of 
this document has reached a proper stage, we can schedule a more or less formal review 
of it. Alan will start it off by pulling together various documents he has already written, 
and circulating them to the task leaders. The rest of us will help to draft a cover letter 



 

 

posing the unsolved questions and setting up a process for commenting, then we will 
circulate the document to the whole Burst Group. 
 
   David: 
   Since our last meeting, David circulated a memo soliciting interest in working on 
detector characterization activities for the upper limit searches. He received responses 
from Rauha Rakhola, Julien Sylvestre, Jim Brau, Robert Schofield, Rick Savage, 
Masahiro Ito, Peter Saulson, and from Rana Adhikari (on behalf of Doug Lormand, Joe 
Kovalik, and Szabi Marka.) As he considers those responses, David proposes that we 
build two teams, each based at one of the sites. Robert Schofield is the natural leader at 
LHO, while Rana may be such at LLO (unless Joe Kovalik wants to follow up his earlier 
strong interest.) Robert has spent the most time accumulating experience looking at 
diagnostic signals, so David will approach him for guidance in setting up the plan for 
obtaining complete and uniform information on all channels at both sites. David also 
raises the important question of the form of the documentation: ideally it is easily 
accessible, machine readable, well integrated into the rest of LIGO software, and able to 
meet all of these other criteria now or shortly. These may be in conflict, so some thought 
needs to go into this. 
   Sam urges that we think more about what DMT monitors might be useful, both in the 
present/upcoming characterization stage and also in the data collection process. This 
thought may bear fruit at LDAS/DMT Camp, where participants will be asked during that 
week to write a simple monitor.  
 
   John has just returned from vacation, so he was not able to report on progress over the 
past two weeks. In addition to following up on the question of linkage between the 
database and the ilog, he will work more closely with David on planning new DMT 
monitors. 


